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Weather and Seasons in Syria 

 
 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
7 و @ )!أ$A ا2& @زم <;=، آ;: آ;: ا,+*( )'&ر$7 )809 .7م، "4*3ر 012/ .- ا,+*( )'&ر$:ا"!أة -

  312د "E>74" E>74 اآD!؟ 
- 8Gه7 : ر&IJ Kس&DM,1! اN,ا OPQJ /+س&D" 3P( /4/ س&ر$7 هQ$ 809 .7م( )*> /J /4/ هQ$ /J /ه Rه

ت*!$7N ه&ي G&ا واحZ" 3 ا,3PNان ا,X+;1M ح&ا,/ ا,1N! ا,DM&سJ ،K/ إ7NGري J/ اRDTف "31د );- 
 /4Q$ ر$7 )( )809 .7م&'( E>74M,ا R\" 7412 /4Q$ R\" 

 J/ أر)J Z^&ل؟ : ا"!أة -
- 8Gر : E>74M,ا R\" &24/ "7 اQ$ ،R\" 8 "7 ه/ "94&فD" ل&^J Z(ل "94&ف ا_ر&^J Z(أر /J

 8^J /J&9D( 7" X;N+*,ا E>74M,8 اD" 7" أو !;Dآ /D9,ا /J&9D( 7" X;`ا&Dا@س E>74M,ا R\" 8D" X;`ا&Dا@س
 . ا,^;:

 ثJ aP/ ه;J !+" /J /4Q$A/ : ا"!أة -
- 8G7 : رc;J&9D( ل&^d,34ك آ8 ا. /J 7ريNG4/، إQ$ /J 
@ 4Q$ ،/J/ اh. 72 اسiل، @h,7. /J &2 آJ!Q;( 7" !;D& و$- س&ر@KNg,7( 7$ و ش& $4Q/ ش& ه& : ا"!أة -

 <XQ;N ا,+*( 7c;J، )809 .7م، "7<!ة آXIPD" ،!;D آD;!، )7ردة ، سX4j ه;4Q$ A/؟؟ 
- 8Gر :G س&ر$7 )809 .7م @ E>74M,أو ا X;`ا&D7)7ت ا@سl,8 اD" !;D0,ا !+M,4/ "7 .74 )^;! اQ$ 3لDQ" 7ه&

 ... ا@سD&ا`;X و @ )^;! .74 تaP آ8D" !;D ا,E>74M ال
 )( J/ : ا"!اة -
- 8Gر : )(JX$7دQ,ل ا&^d,8 اD" و ه&ا و )!د aPD,و ا !+M,34ك ا. /J !;^( /D9,7( 34ك. /J /4Q$ ،/ .

،/D34ك ش. /J !;^( :;^,7( 7تG7ن "& درMآ )( /"7m2 /d;ص &G 34 ك ش&ب و. /J !;^( س&ري 
ا,1!ارة ا,7Q,/ ا,D( /P^;! )7,^1!اء و @ )E>74M,7( !;^D ا@سD&ا`;RJ ،X )809 .7م س&رG 7$&ه7 

 "D&س+/، $A4;J /4Q ت*7رZ" /2 )!ا )J &I!2'7 )809 .7م
 )J &I!2'7 : ا"!أة -
- 8Gس+;7ت ف: ر&D" 3انP( -;4D,7 ..@2& ه4/ اN$!*DJ ،X;0,7!ة ا_رض( ض!Q,ا KT )d2 OP. ن&G /4Q$ 

 G&ن واح3 
   
English translation: 
Woman: Okay.  How is the weather in Syria?  Can we talk about weather in Syria in 
general, or do we have to specify more [precisely], based on area, in your opinion?  
 
Man: Now, there is general weather; I mean, Syria is a Mediterranean country, on the 
Mediterranean, so its weather is almost the same as all the surrounding Mediterranean 
countries. There is a definite difference between areas in Syria, but, in general, I mean for 
example …. 
 
Woman: Are there four seasons.  
 
Man: There are four seasons; we see the four seasons as they are. We see, for example, I 
mean, not like tropical areas, for example, in tropical areas you don’t see the winter that 
much. And not like Antarctic areas, [where] you don’t see the summer. 
 
Woman: So there is rain, snow, etc.  
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Man: Yes, I mean, of course, you have all the seasons to see.  
 
Woman: Aha, there is, I mean, I am asking, because there are many people who don’t 
know where Syria is exactly, and what is the weather like in it, I mean in general, very 
rainy, very snowy or hot? That is what I mean.  
 
Man: No, the weather in Syria is generally moderate; I mean, we don’t have that much 
rain, like tropical forests or tropical areas, and we don’t have a lot of snow, like snowy 
areas …. 
 
Woman: But there is …. 
 
Man: Yes, I mean, you have in winter … it is rainy, snowy, windy and cold, like normal 
seasons. In the summer, there is rain... sorry, I mean, it is hot and [with] normal summer 
weather, but also not [at a] high temperature as in the desert or tropical areas -- so no, in 
general Syria’s weather is moderate. I mean, you can compare it with France, in general.  
 
Woman: French weather.  
 
Man: Because the two are Mediterranean countries, so their weather … they are on the 
same latitude on earth, so their weather is almost one.   
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